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DÖPLER, Gottlieb

Berlin 1762–c.1810
The Herr Dopler, Bildnismahler, who exhibited
a pastel head in 1786, and the Herr Döbler,
Portrait-Mahler, who exhibited the following
two years, are the same artist, identified by
Börsch-Supan as Gottfried Doepler and no
doubt the same as the history painter Gottlieb
Doepler in Bénézit (also Doeppler, in Meusel).
Having travelled to London and Russia, Döpler
became a pupil of Cunningham at the Berlin
Akademie between 1781 and 1784. Two pastels
exhibited in 1787 were engraved by the artist,
signing T. Doebler (for Théophile, the French
version of his name); they represented members
of the French Huguenot community in Berlin.
A long list of the submissions of this “young
painter” to the Berlin Akademie in 1788, none
of which is identified as in pastel, appears in the
Journal von und für Deutschland, VI, 1789, p. 317; it
includes portraits, mythological and history
paintings and drawings. The critic awarded him
first prize for encouragement, noting that “Jahre
und mehrere Erfahrungen werden ihn
vollkommoner machen.” Döpler must have
travelled to Königsberg in 1791, where he made
his celebrated portrait of Kant (widely
reproduced, the original variously described as
in oil, watercolour or miniature; it was in fact a
small oil, and survived in the masonic lodge
Zum Todtenkopf und Phönix in Königsberg
until c.1945). He probably returned to Berlin
soon after, and was thought to have committed
suicide c.1795, although others believe he was
active until c.1810.
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